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PEGGY LEE – It’s a Good Day! - James Gavin and Will Friedwald
On a cold and wintry day in February,
the members of the American Popular
Song Society gathered to celebrate Peggy
Lee. Of special significance was the fact
that James Gavin, Lee’s biographer, was
supposed to have been our guest earlier,
but scheduling problems prevented this
from happening until now. Joining
Gavin was Board member and perennial
host Will Friedwald, who, like Gavin, has
written many volumes connected to
American popular music. Together,
armed with impressive knowledge,
excellent recall, and film clips, Gavin and
Friedwald fully engaged the audience as
the afternoon flew.
There’s an apocryphal tale of a party
at which both Richard Rodgers and
Peggy Lee were in attendance.
Supposedly, a very excited Lee
marched up to Rodgers and asked him
what he thought about “our” big hit of
“Lover.” Rodgers, not known for
condoning unique arrangements of his
songs, responded: “It’s a waltz you
know.” Written in 1933 with Lorenz
Hart, it was a hit for Paul Whiteman, but
an even bigger hit for Lee in
1952. The fast tempo, in
addition to the elimination of
the verse, shaved approximately
one minute from the standard
arrangement. Friedwald showed
a film clip from The Jazz Singer,
which showed Lee braced
against the piano.
Long before Lee first
performed “Lover” in the remake of The Jazz Singer, which
starred Danny Thomas, she had
been featured regularly with the
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By Jerry Osterberg

Benny Goodman Band, having replaced
Helen Forrest in 1941. During her tenure

with Goodman, which ended in 1947,
Lee appeared in close to forty recordings,
two of which were big hits: “Somebody
Else is Taking My Place” in 1942, and
“Why Don’t You Do Right?” in 1943.
After leaving Goodman, Lee went to
Capitol Records, where she made several
hits, some written with husband Dave
Barbour: "I Don't Know Enough About
You," "It's a Good Day," "Golden
Earrings," and "Manana." Later, Lee took
"Fever," a modest hit by Little Willie
John, and added special lyrics. Her
version of "Fever" earned three Grammy
nominations.
Over the course of Lee’s long career,
she recorded more than 1,000 songs,
wrote about 300, spending nearly 30
years with Capitol Records, a period
interrupted only by a a 5-Year period
which she spent at Decca Records. It was
at Decca that she recorded “Lover,”
“Johnny Guitar,” “Mr. Wonderful;” the
songs she wrote and recorded for Walt
Disney’s Lady and the Tramp, and the
classic album Black Coffee, released as a
10” album in 1953 and re-released as a
12” LP with two additional
songs. Having made her first
album in 1948 (Rendezvous
with Peggy Lee), Lee released
her last in 1993 (Moments Like
This), a span of fifty albums that
covered more than 40 years.
Lee had a brief film career
on camera, although her voice
was heard in several films such
as Johnny Guitar and Lady and
the Tramp.
Her screen
performance in Pete Kelly’s
Continued on page 3
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President’s Message...

Linda Amiel Burns, President
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Hi to our Members, Friends, Family & Fans,
We are sorry we had to cancel the January meeting
due to a Covid spike in the city, but it was the wise
thing to do. However, with Covid numbers down, we were able to
continue our live meetings at Don't Tell Mama in February with host
and author James Gavin talking about his book "Is That All There
Is?" on the great Peggy Lee. Producer Will Friedwald was the
interviewer and supplied the terrific film clips of Ms. Lee
performing at various times during her career. It was a magical
afternoon and I cannot thank Jim and Will enough for putting this
program together.
Board Members Tom Toce and Michael Lavine have planned a
fabulous Program for us on March 12th featuring songwriter John
Forster. Michael Lavine will play for several fine singers as they
perform John's music. He is well known in the cabaret world for his
incredible songs and special material, and we can expect a marvelous
musical afternoon.
Many thanks to our Benefit Committee, Sandi Durell, Marilyn
Lester and Judy Stewart, for securing The Cutting Room for our
first Fund Raising Gala on June 12th. We are very excited about
this event, and I know that you will all attend and bring your friends
for a fabulous evening of drinks, hors d'oeuvres, and a star-studded
show celebrating the Songs
of Tin Pan Alley! You will be
receiving updates as we get
closer to achieving this longawaited goal. Watch for
those emails!
This is the last month of
Winter and we hope that
you are all staying warm and
safe. Prayers for the people
of Ukraine and for peace in
the world.
xoxoxo
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PEGGY LEE... cont...

James signs his books

Blues was brilliant enough to garner an
Oscar nomination for Lee. There were
many guest appearances on television
with Ed Sullivan, Dean Martin, Steve
Lawrence, and others. Friedwald
presented a clip of Lawrence and Lee
performing “I’ll Take Manhattan,”
accompanied by Gil Evans. There was
also a clip from the Dean Martin Show
in which Lee sings “Is That All There
Is,” although she had debuted it on the
Joey Bishop Show. Most of her
performances took place in clubs. In
New York they included the Ballroom,
the Empire Room, and Basin Street
East, a run that lasted for 6 years.
In 1992, Lee shocked her audience
at the New York Hilton’s Club 53 by
saying: “If they’re waiting for me to
die…good luck!” She referred to an
ongoing legal dispute with the Walt
Disney Company over unpaid royalties
from her work on the production of
Lady and the Tramp.” Although Lee
eventually prevailed, on that occasion she
was still feeling feisty. Disney argued that
the contract disallowed “transcriptions”

as a source of revenue to share. At the
time of the agreement, no one had
foreseen the advent of videos which had
become a large
source of income
derived from the
sale of Disney’s
film
archive
directly to the
consumer.
The
e v e n t u a l
settlement with
Lee provided a
precedent which
would come to be
a boon to all those
who contributed
their talent to an
industry which had
just discovered the “golden calf.”
Her final appearance in New York
occurred in 1995 at Carnegie Hall. Lee
was accompanied on stage by her
musical director Mike Renzi. While she
performed many of the songs that the
audience expected to hear, Lee did not

sing her Grammy winning “Is That All
There Is?” or “I’m a Woman.” But Jerry
Leiber and Mike Stoller, who wrote “Is
That All There Is?” were pleased that she

kept “Some Cats Know” from Mirrors, a
now praised album of their own music,
arranged by Johnny Mandel. Lee,
perhaps believing
that “Is That All
There Is” had been
written for her,
fought hard to have
it recorded and
released. Ironically,
following
its
release in 1969, the
song
would
become more and
more associated
with Lee.
In referencing
the Carnegie Hall
event,
Gavin
writes: ‘“She didn’t omit “The Folks
Who Live on the Hill.” In 1957, when
she first recorded it, she still dreamed that
she, too, might walk into eternity with the
love of her life. She got the house, but she
was there alone as she faced the end.”’
Sidney Meyer, a longtime Peggy Lee fan
who was at the farewell concert,
understood the phrase “And when the
kids grow up and leave us” to be Oscar
Hammerstein II’s message of freedom
for an aging couple. Meyer continued:
“She stopped, and slumped back in the
chair,” said Myer. “And it looked like
she was experiencing what she was
singing about. It was like letting go.
Desertion. Defeat.”
For those who haven’t yet read
James Gavin’s biography about Peggy
Lee, it’s well worth reading. If there’s
anyone who still hasn’t been introduced
to Will Friedwald’s exhaustive
collection of film clips and recordings,
I suggest that you attend one of his
“Clip Joint” programs. What a
wonderful way to spend a Saturday
afternoon, learning more about an icon of
American popular music, guided by two
masters of the craft of storytelling!
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The Art of Satire—College Style
By Marilyn Lester
Having previously written about
musical satirists, such as Mark Russell
and Tom Lehrer, in a previous edition of
this newsletter, and inspired by this
month’s program with humorist, John

Forster, it seemed like a good time to take
another look into that madcap world of
hijinks and lowjinks, taking aim at four
famous collegiate institutions.
Perhaps the most well-known of
these student laugh factories is
Harvard’s Hasty Pudding Club. It was
formed in 1795 when twenty-one
Harvard juniors decided to establish a
new on-campus society. The members
pledged to maintain the Club’s secrecy
and mandated that “the members in
alphabetical order shall provide a pot of
hasty pudding for every meeting.” The
group began producing shows,
increasingly developing a strong satirical
voice. In 1844, Hasty Pudding
Theatricals was born of the Club, with
the motto of “Tradition. Satire. Fun.
Puns.”
Hasty Pudding Theatricals is the third
oldest theater organization in the world,
preceded only by the Comédie-Française
and the Oberammergau Passion Players.
The Pudding show has a long tradition of
daring social and political commentary,
never shying away from controversial
current topics. The Crystal Gazer in
1913, for instance, targeted the nouveaux
riche. In 1919, the Pudding produced a
show
parodying
the
Russian
Revolution, Clowns and Crowns, and in

1938, So Proudly We Hail sent up Hitler
and Mussolini, two years before Charlie
Chaplin’s Dictator. Pudding shows have
continued over the years, largely
unbroken save for World Wars and a
recent pandemic. The last production prelockdown was Mean Ghouls.
The Princeton Triangle Club was
founded in 1891, premiering an original
student-written musical every year,
which then enjoys a national tour. The
club is known for its signature kickline,
formerly performed in drag. With the
advent of coeducation at Princeton, the
kickline has featured both all-female and
co-ed casts. Shows blend topical humor
with collegiate irreverence and “outright
playfulness.” By 1945, the University
Committee on Undergraduate Activities
issued a report describing Triangle as
“perhaps the most controversial of all
undergraduate extracurricular activities.”

Hasty Pudding Members 1904

Triangle has produced some boldface name alumni, such as Joshua Logan,
Jimmy Stewart, Wayne Rogers and
Brooke Shields. The Evil Eye (1915-16)
had a distinguished pair of neophyte
authors: Edmund Wilson ‘16 wrote the
book, and F. Scott Fitzgerald ‘17 was
responsible for the lyrics. Fitzgerald
wrote three shows for the Club between
1914 and 1917. More recently, club
shows have included 101 Damnations
(1998), The Rude Olympics II: American
Booty, Puns of Steel (2000), A Turnpike
Runs Through It (2007), and more
recently, Night of the Laughing Dead
(2018) and All Underdogs Go To Heaven
(2020).
Across the pond, the Cambridge

University Footlights Dramatic Club,
commonly referred to simply as the
Footlights, has been providing theatrical
fun since 1883. But it wasn’t until the
1960s that the club became famous as a
hotbed of comedy and satire. Footlights
had already established a tradition of
performing at the annual Edinburgh
Fringe Festival. And then members,
including Peter Cook and Jonathan
Miller (with Oxford partners Alan
Bennett and Dudley Moore), wrote and
performed Beyond the Fringe, which
became a touring hit in Britain, with a run
in the West End, and in the US on
Broadway. Germaine Greer was the first
woman given full membership in
Footlights, and was part of the 1965
revue My Girl Herbert. Footlighters
who’ve gone on to fame include David
Frost, Emma Thompson, Hugh Laurie,
Stephen Fry, Graham Chapman, Eric
Idle, John Oliver and many more.
A little late to the table, but none the
less satirically potent, The Oxford
Revue is a comedy group founded in the
early 1950s at Oxford University. The
Revue writes, produces and performs
several shows each term. Notable
members have included Michael Palin,
Terry Jones, Rowan Atkinson, Maggie
Smith, Imogen Stubbs and more. Recent
shows include The Oxford Revue Kills
God, Again in 2021, directed by Angus
Moore and Jack McMinn, and in January
2022, The People VS. The Oxford Revue.

Rowan Atkinson, Tim McInnerny, Angus
Deayton in an Oxford Revue Parody

The Oxford Revue regularly updates its
Facebook and Instagram, the latter of
which recently hosted a series of shorts
called Insta-Revue!
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Larry Kerchner’s Music: An Ever-Growing Legacy
By Jerry Osterberg
Kerchner said: “One of the several nice
compliments he gave me that I cherish
was how the piano part to my
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Within the galaxy of Sandi Durell’s
incredible 10th Annual Songwriter Series,
a program that prefaced the end of the
2010-2011 season, was a host of
performers nominated for the Tony,
Drama Desk, and Grammy Awards, in
addition to MAC and Bistro Award
winners. The illustrious cast included
Larry Kerchner, a less than well-known
composer and lyricist at the time, whose
wide-ranging catalog includes many
songs which are now favorites of singers,
songwriters, and devotees of cabaret.
Over the next several years, New
York’s cabaret community got to hear a
wide array of Kerchner’s tunes starting in
2012. Produced by Durell and directed
by Raissa Katona Bennett, Hidden
Treasures: The Songs of Larry Kerchner
was a collection of twenty songs, sung by
fifteen singers, and backed by a six-piece
band, consisting of Tex Arnold, the
musical director, Tom Hubbard, Sean
Harkness, Eric Halvorson, John Gebhart,
and Sara Caswell. This first edition was
comprised of compositions such as
“Goodnight, Mrs. Calabash,” “The
Gypsy,” “Sinatra,” “Somewhere in
Time,” “Winter in Manhattan,” “Home,”
and “Raggedy Ann,” written when
Kerchner was 18, and performed that
evening by his daughter Caitlin. Asked
how he would know what it’s like to be a
young girl who’s growing up, but can’t
leave her friend and confidant behind,
Kerchner responded: “I use my
imagination to transport me to that place,
then I live there and find the nuance.”
Kenny Ascher, the composer of ‘The
Rainbow Connection,” written with Paul
Williams, met Kerchner through Tex
Arnold. About Kerchner, Ascher said:
“He has a facility about words and music
and how they work together. It’s part
instinct, and part just plain experience
and hard work.” After operating with
Kerchner for the first time, in which they
collaborated on an arrangement for
“Malaguena” for the Birdland Big Band,
Ascher remembers remarking to himself:
“Lord, this guy sounds like he’s got his
chops together and it was good!”
Referencing that same encounter,

Larry Kerchner & Tex Arnold

arrangement was so easy to follow. I
know that doesn’t sound like much, but
it meant a lot to me.”
With a total of six editions of Hidden
Treasures, the most recent in 2018, two
of the songs included in the first edition,
“Home” and “Winter in Manhattan,”
have enjoyed a life of their own.

Michael Feinstein

“Home,” from the 1974 musical The Wiz,
based on the iconic film The Wizard of
Oz, was one of two ghost-written by
Kerchner. Jeff Harnar, Kerchner’s go-to
guy for comedy songs, among them
“What’s Your Phobia” and “My Dinner
With Mrs. Farnsworth,” observed: “’ …
erased on the last stanza of “Home” was
his original lyric, taken right from The
Wizard of Oz, “There’s no place like

home.” In its place remained the now
iconic, “Like home!” Thrilling to see
Larry’s process and this piece of theater
history.’”
Many years later, Kerchner wrote
new lyrics for “Home,” which Michael
Feinstein performed in his holiday show
at Birdland in 2013. Stephen Sondheim
e-mailed Feinstein to tell him how happy
he was that he was singing his favorite
“11:00 number,” referring to the fact that
he was already a fan of The Wiz, having
seen it several times, partly because of
Kerchner’s original lyrics in “Home.”
“Winter in Manhattan,” having been
recorded by many singers since Feinstein
debuted it in his Swing in the Holidays at
Feinstein’s Lowes Regency in 2010, was
praised by critic Stephen Holden of the
New York Times as “Larry Kerchner’s
soft-focus cityscape.” One of the many
evenings that Larry and his wife Annette
attended the long-running series,
happened to be one of the times that
Kenny Ascher was subbing for the pianist
John Oddo, Ascher recalls thinking:
“Hearing Feinstein’s performance of the
song, I said, this guy is sort of like a
Mancini. It was very literate. The lyrics
were good. The harmonies were good. It
showed a certain type of sophistication in
songwriting. When I hear someone who
has this kind of literacy about the music
and the lyrics and the English language,
I think those people are the inheritors of
the Great American Songbook.”
Of his long association with Larry
Kerchner, Michael Feinstein wrote: “God
Bless Margaret Whiting, with her
impeccable taste in songs and
songwriters for introducing me to Larry.
His writing stands tall alongside the
masters of yore, and he is doubly blessed
as a lyricist and finely schooled musician.
Craft is not gone these days, for Larry
proves it is possible to write a
contemporary song and still capture the
essence of an enduring standard.”
Editor’s Note: An extended profile of
Larry Kerchner can be found in the
March/April edition of Cabaret Scenes
Magazine.
www.cabaretscenes.org
www.larrykerchner.com
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By Glen Charlow
It was an ignominious ending to the
most brilliant career a television star had
ever - or will ever - have. Lucille Ball’s
unexpected 1986 comeback became her
only series failure; a flop of major
proportions.
Lucille Ball retired in 1974 after
twenty-seven years of Monday night CBS
broadcasts. Lucy’s Number One Fan
Michael Stern, a friend of the star beginning
in her Here’s Lucy years, tells me, “I think
she was tired of the weekly grind and
television was changing. That’s when All In
The Family was starting, Good Times and
all these Norman Lear shows were on and
she wasn’t that type of person.
“It was time for her to relax. The kids
were grown and she was going to do yearly
specials. She probably thought she was
going to do more than she did, she only did
a handful of them, like five or six.”
ABC paid a fortune to get Lucille Ball
back on TV for the 1986-87 season,
guaranteeing her a spot on the fall schedule
with no pilot, audience testing or creative
interference from the network. Produced by
Aaron Spelling (who was hot then with
Dynasty), the scripts were pathetic and the
casting devastating.
Poor Lucy. It was her intent to update
the old-fashioned style of sitcom - but this
misguided production suffered from so
many flaws it’s hard to imagine a more
poorly executed vehicle for the first lady of
television. The disjointed first episode that
set up the confusing premise was written by
Lucy veterans Bob Carroll, Jr. and Madelyn
(Pugh Martin) Davis.
On Life With Lucy, Lucille Ball (in
what looked like Kabuki makeup) played
Lucy Barker, an impossibly energetic,
health-conscious grandmother who comes
to live with her daughter, son-in-law and
their two kids in South Pasadena.
Back to play the heavy was 80 year-old
Gale Gordon as Lucy’s deceased husband’s
business partner Curtis McGibbons. He also
moves into the house in the first episode (he
was Lucy’s daughter’s father-in-law - I told
you it was confusing).
Curtis runs a hardware store in South
Pas (that Lucy inherited half ownership in

when her husband died),
so
naturally
Lucy
decides that she’ll ‘help
out’ at the store.
“Life With Lucy on Saturdays may be
pivotal to the success of the whole lineup,”
ABC’s VP for scheduling stated in the fall
of 1986. “People will surely watch the
premiere, but the few weeks after that will
be critical.”
Michael Stern tells me about hanging
out on the set - “When you were there you
had a great time. When she did her last
series, Life With Lucy, she couldn’t believe
that 12 years had passed between the two
shows. She was having so much fun. She
had more energy than I had and I was 25.
“She wanted to do everything. She
wasn’t like a star. She was happy to be
coming back, she even said she was
bringing 200 people back to work.

Lucille Ball stood behind her cast on “Life With Lucy”, shown
here (from left: Donovan Scott, Larry Anderson, Jenny Lewis,
Gale Gordon, Philip J. Amelio II and Ann Dusenberry.

“She was happy that some of the same
people that worked on I Love Lucy were
with her 40 years later. The sound man, who
was hard of hearing (which she always
thought was funny), the director, Gale
Gordon, her stand-in, they were all there.
“Oh, and her writers. She was able to
get other writers, who wrote for M.A.S.H.
or whatever, but she wanted her writers.
There were lots of mistakes.
“She was missing an Ethel. One of the
best episodes they had was with Audrey
Meadows who played her sister.
“Lucy had more fun with John Ritter
than with anybody. On that week, Lucy
called it ‘Ritter-itis’ because he kept making
her laugh. During the actual filming he
broke her up. She had to say ‘Cut!’ She said
that was only the third time in her life while
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filming a show that she actually had to say
‘Cut’ because she was laughing so hard. It
was not like her.”
The premiere episode did fairly well in
the ratings (number 23 for the week) and the
ovation that the 72 year-old comedienne got
from the studio audience on her entrance
went on for so long that most of it had to be
edited out when the show aired.
The new Lucy was very much like the
old Lucy. She was scatterbrained, meddling
and rendered apoplectic in the presence of
any B-list celebrity. Plots tended to revolve
around the mechanical sight gag of the third
act; in the first episode, a bubble machine
floods the store, in another Lucy sinks into
a hole on a construction site.
It might have been amusing if a fortyyear old woman in the 1960s arranged the
items in a hardware store in alphabetical
order, but a seventy-five year old woman in
the 1980s really should have known better.
Life With Lucy was cancelled after
only three months due to anemic ratings that
kept getting worse and worse as the weeks
wore on. ABC bought out Lucy’s contract;
five episodes were filmed but never shown
during the original network run.
Horrendous reviews and sudden
cancellation crushed Lucille Ball’s spirit.
She took the rejection personally - believing
that America no longer loved Lucy.
Michael Stern explains, “She was
devastated. She said she had never been
fired before and she really thought nobody
liked her anymore. She was really hurt. I
think she was more upset with ABC
because they didn’t give her a chance, seven
episodes then out.”
“All the reviews were bad. And she
said, ‘You know what, it wouldn’t have
been so bad if the reviews said, ‘Lucille
Ball’s new series had no pizzazz’ or
whatever, but they kept knocking me.’ They
said; ‘Lucille Ball is old,’ ‘She should be in
a retirement home,’ ‘She should be dead.’
Literally, they were saying the nastiest
things about her. That she could not
understand.”
Lucille Ball died on April 26, 1989.

This article
originaly appeared
in the Oct./Nov,
2012 issue of
TIMES SQUARE CHRONICLES.
Rewritten here with permission.

